NOTE: The following photographs were taken using a hand-held iPhone 7 using natural light sometimes augmented with a single 150W flood lamp. The photos capture the Deats/Thatcher collection in the manner in which they were found, except for some small adjustments to separate bunched pieces on cabinet shelves or in drawers. We assume that the arranged display of these artifacts mostly reflect the intent of the named originators, but recognize that they have been previously handled and perhaps augmented by former HCHS agents for public display at other locations. Many items have slumped down inclined shelving probably from Main Street traffic vibration and were slightly repositioned for photographing. A number of artifacts depicted below in the Library collection have been relocated to the River Road facility as a result of professional cataloguing and archiving.
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Cabinet 4 Est. 700 pieces

Flemington Public Library
3rd Floor West-wing collection
Historical photograph showing John Thatcher by Cabinet 4.

Photographer and date unknown.
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Grinding Bowl (Mortar)
used by Native Indians
Found in house foundation
on Hodulik farm, Pittstown

Donated to the society by Thomas Hodulik